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Lightfng InA
Bottle

David
Minter;
Michael
Reid

Source-

books

a Bottle presents Minter and Reid's simple
seven-st€p system for creating ideas that work-one that
improves new-product success rates from tle standard one in
l0 to one in two or better. Lightning in a Bottle also explains
the top 10 reasons ideas fail, plus the dirty secrets ofthe
research world such as:

Lightring in

-Why focus groups don't work for new products
-How market segnentation is often a sham
-Why brainstorming in not effective in creating great new
products

Patent

It Yourself

David

Nolo

Pressman

Attorney David Pressman takes you through the entire patent
process, providing scrupulously updated information and clear
instructions to help you:
-determine if you can patent your invention
-understand patent law
-evaluate the commercial potential of your idea
-perform your own patent search
-file a provisional patent application
-prepare a fonnal patent application
-respond to patent examiners
-amend an application
-enforce and maintain your patent
-market and license your invention
-andmuch more

Howto Invent
(Ahnost) Anything

David

Stand Alone,

Robert

Inventor!

Spiro Press

This book covers the scientific analysis as wellas the
psychology and methods associated with the way we solve
problems in creative invention.

Lee
Publishing

From the creator of four successful inventions, each posting
sales in the millions, these step-by-step lessons and real-life

Straker;
Graham
Rawlinson

G.
Menick

experiences will help aspiring inventors move ahead and
succeed with a new product idea- Beginning with the basics of
what to invenL how to test it cheaply to see if it will sell, and
"Stand Alone, Inventor!" also
how to protect and distribute
offers guidelines on manufacturing and merchandising

it

products from the ground up. Advice on gaining store
acceptance, writing a press release and sales material, and
getting services for less than what the big guys pay make this
book a valuable reference for anyone who wants to turn a
simple idea into a million-dollar seller.

Inventing the
Cotton Gin:

Angela
Lakwete

John
Hopkins

In Inventing the Cotton Gin, Lakwete explores the history of
the cotlon gin as an aspect ofglobal history and an artifact of
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University

Machine and Myth
in Antebellum
America (Johns
Hopkins Studies in
the History of
Technology)

Press

southem industrial development. She examines gin invention
and innovation in Asia and Africa from the earliest evidence
to the seventeenth century, when British colonizers introduced
an Asian hand-cranked roller gin to the Americas. Lakwete
shows how indentured British, and later enslaved Africans,
built and used foot-powered models to process the cotton they
grew for export. After EIi Whitrey patented his wire-toothed
gin, southem mechanics transf,ormed it into the saw gin,
offering stiffcompetition to northem manufacturers. Far from
being a record of southern failure, Lakwete concludes, the
cotton gin----correctly understood-supplies evidence that the
slave labor-based antebellum South innovated, industrialized,

andmodemized.

Inventing Beauty:
A History of the
Innovations that
Have Made Us
Beautiful

Inventing the 20th
Century: 100
Inventions That
Shaped the World

Teresa

Broadway

In this fascinating, meticulously researched romp through the
annals of the beauty industy, New York Times patents
columnist Teresa Riordan tlrows back the curtain on a
century of shrew4 canny women who have knowingly
deployed artifice in a ceaseless battle to captivate the
inherently roving eye of the male. When it comes to the
opposite sex, males from many species are easily deceived.
MaIe fireflies will flirt with flashlights. So is it any surprise
that the male of the human species has been fooled by lips
painted cherry red and breasts built up into silicone summits?
Riordan explores that strange intersection ofscience, fashion,
and business where beauty is engineered and furds that for
generations, social tends and technological innovations have
fueled a nonstop assembly line of potions and contraptions
that women have enthusiastically put to use in the quest for
feminine flawlessness.

NYU Press

Imagine your average day without zippers, airplanes or
vacurmr cleaners, without your clock radio or your personal
stereo, without photocopiers. All of these devices were
invented within the last hundred years and have since
transformed our darly landscape.

Riordan

Stephen

van

Dulken

Drawing on The British Library's vast and comprehensive
collection of patents, this handsomely illustrated book
recounts the history of 100 of the most sigifisanl inventions

ofthe century, decade by decade.

What Every
Engineer Should
Know about
Inventing

Middendorf

CRC Press

No description is available for this book.

Inventing

Hasok
Chang

Oxford
University

What is temperature, andhow can we measure it correct$?
These may seem like simple questions, but the most renowned
scientists struggled with them throughout the 18th and 19t1t
centuries. In Inventing Temperature, Chang examines how

Temperature:
Measurement and
@
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scientists first created thermometers; how they measured
temperature beyond the reach of standard thermometers; and
how they managed to assess the reliability and accuracy of
these instruments without a circulal reliance on the
instuments themselves.

Scientific Progress

lnventing the 19th
Century: 100
Inventions that
Shaped the
Victorian Age,
From Aspirin to
the Zeppelin

IruveNToN Coruvenront

Stephen van

NYU

Press

Dulken

Dishwashers, electric light bulbs, gramophones, motion
picture cameras, radios, roller skates, typewriters. While these
inventions seem to speak of the 20th century, they all in fact
date from the l9th century. The Victorian age (1837-1901)
was a period of enormous technological progress in
communications, transport, and many other areas of life.
Illustated by the original patent drawings from The British
Library's extensive collection, this attractive book chronicles
the history of the one hundred most important, innovative, and
memorable inventions of the l9th century. The vivid picture
of the Victorian age unfolds as inventions from the ground-

breaking-such

as

aspirin, dynamite, and the telephone-to

the everyday-like blue jeans and tiddlywinks-are revealed
decade by decade. Together they provide a vivid picture of

Victorian life.

Inventing Success: Jon
5 Steps From Idea Hoftran
To Shelf

Edison: Inventing
the Century

Neil

Inventing for
Dummies

Pamela

@

Amazon
Digitat
Services

Hyperion

Using unprecedented access to Edison family papers and
years ofresearch at the Edison corporate archives, Neil
Baldwin offers a revealing portrait of one of America's
seminal inventors: a man whose imagination, dynamism,
entepreneurial brilliance epitomized the American dream as
he became a victim of its darker side.

For
Dummies

Full coverage ofthe ins and outs ofinventing for profit.

Baldwin

Riddle Bird

We all have ideas for inventions and would love to turr these
ideas into profitable products. Unfortunately there is nothing
intuitive or obvious about how to do this. In fact, the
invention development process is fraught with risk, scams,
and dead ends. What you need is a map to lead you step by
step tbroug! the perilous terrain ofintellectual property
development to give you the best possible chance of
511sss6ding with your invention. "Inventing Success-S Steps
From Idea to Shelf is precisely that--an eaqy to follow guide
which explains how you can develop your owll invention into
a successfirl product based on the nearly 30 years of
experience of successful inventor Jon Hof,Enan.
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Protect your idea, develop a product - and start your business!
Did you have a great idea? Did you do anything about it? Did
someone else? Inventing For Dummies is the smart and easy
way to turn your big idea into big money. This nonintimidating guide covers every aspect ofthe invention
process - from developing your idea, to patenting it to
building a prototpe, to starting your own business.
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Startup Growth
Engines: Case
Studies ofHow

Todals Most
Successful
Startups Unlock
ExtraordinarY
Growth

SeanEllis;
Morgan
Brown

Sean

Ellis

and
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Brown
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The Lean

Startup:

Eric Ries

How Today's

Crown
Business

Entrepreneurs Use
Continuous
Innovation to
Create Radically
Successful
Businesses

Eric Ries defines a startup as an organization dedicated to
creating something new under conditions of exteme
uncertainty. This isjust as true for one person in a garage or a
group ofseasoned professionals in a Fortune 500 boardroom.
What they have in coulmon is a mission to penetrate that fog
of uncertainty to discover a successful path to a sustainable
business. The Lean Startup approach fosters companies that
are both more capital efficient and that leverage human
creativity more effectively. Inspired by lessons from lean
manufacturing, it relies on "validated leanring" rapid
scientific experimentation, as well as a number of counterintuitive practices that shorten product development cycles,
measure actual progress without resorting to vanity metics,
and leam what customers really want. It enables a company to
shift directions with agility, altering plans inch by inc\
minute by minute. Rather than wasting time creating elaborate
business plans, The Lean Startup offers entrepreneurs - in
companies of all sizes - a way to test their vision
continuously, to adapt and adjust before it's too late. Ries
provides a scientific approach to creating and managing
successful startups in a age when companies need to innovate
more than ever.

The Independent
Inventor's
Handbook: The
Best Advice from

Louis
Foreman;

Worlsran
Publishing

Jill Gilbert
Welytok

Company

Lori Greiner

Ballentine
Books

Ideato Payoff
Invent It, Sell It,
Bank It!: Make
Your MillionDollar Idea into a
Reality

How do you actually turn a million-dollar idea into a milljon
dollars? From scribble-on-the-napkin to product-on-the
marke! The Independent Inventols Handbook explains
everything a potential inventor needs to know andthe tools he
or she needs to use to take a raw concept and turn it into
reality.
Invent It SeIl It, Bank It! is a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts guide
to getting anew product or company offthe ground and
making it profitable. Sharing her own secret formula and
personal stories along the way, she provides vital infonnation
and advice on topics that can often intimidate, frustrate, and
stump aspiring entepreneurs. Offering behind-the-scenes
insights into her experiences on ABC's Shark Tank and QVCTV's Clever & Unique Creations by Lori Greiner, as well as
valuable lessons learned fromthe mistakes andtriumphs of
her early caxeer, Lori proves that, with hard work and the right
idea, anyone can tum themselves into the next ovemight
success.
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